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into the sea, froze the rivers over in winter, and allowed

the Arctic flora and fauna again to migrate southward into

tracts from which the temperate plants and animals were

forced by the increasing cold to retreat. At last, however,

the Arctic conditions of climate ceased to reappear, and the

Arctic vegetation, with its accompanying reindeer, musk

sheep, lemming, Arctic fox, glutton, and, other northern

animals, retreated from our low grounds. Of these ancient

chilly periods, however, the Arctic plants still found on our

mountain tops remain as living witnesses, for they are

doubtless descendants of the northern vegetation which

overspread Britain when still part of the continent, and

before the arrival of our present temperate flora and fauna.

Previous to the final retreat of the ice, the alternating

warmer intervals brought into Britain many wild animals

from wilder regions to the south. Horses, stags, Irish elks,

roe deer, wild oxen, and bisons roamed over the plains;

wild boars, three kinds of rhinoceros, two kinds of elephant,

brown bears and grizzly bears, haunted the forests. The

rivers were tenanted by the hippopotamus, beaver, otter,

water-rat; while among the carnivora were wolves, foxes,

wild cats, hynas, and lions. Many of these animals must

have moved in herds across the plains, over which the

North Sea now rolls. Their bones have been dredged U

in hundreds by the fihermen from the surface of the

Dogger-Bank.

Such were the denizens of southern England when man

made his first appearance there. It seems not unlikely

that he came some time before the close of the long ice

Age. He may have been temporarily driven out of the

country by the returning cold periods, but would find his

way back as the climate ameliorated. Much ingenuity has

been expended in tracing a successon of civilisation in this
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